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OFF TOPIC: Help me shop for DF
Posted by Durins Bane - 2004/04/18 20:40

_____________________________________

Okay,
I have $300 usd budgeted for DF stuff. I have "spent" about $225 already.
2 Cavernous Straight Passages.
2 L-Shaped Cavernous passages.
2 sets of stalagmites.
4 Straight Cavern Walls.
4 Cavern Floor Pieces
2 Twisted Cavernous Passage Conversions.
2 Room sets.
Any suggestions of how to spent my last $75.00? :D
I have a lot of curved carvern wall pieces as I used to use them for passage ways. And I really don't
need any more bow-tie connectors. :lol:
Enjoy!
============================================================================

OFF TOPIC: Help me shop for DF
Posted by L - 2004/04/18 23:08

_____________________________________

I'd say get some accessory sets. The "Treasure and Magic Items" set is fantastic -- great chests, vases,
a spellbook, all great stuff. And the furniture set is nice, too. And the random sack and crates. Fine,
they're all great!
And with all that other stuff, you're gonna want something to populate the dungeon!
L
============================================================================

OFF TOPIC: Help me shop for DF
Posted by Durins Bane - 2004/04/19 00:04

_____________________________________

I'd say get some accessory sets. The "Treasure and Magic Items" set is fantastic -- great chests, vases,
a spellbook, all great stuff. And the furniture set is nice, too. And the random sack and crates. Fine,
they're all great!
And with all that other stuff, you're gonna want something to populate the dungeon!
L
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Thanks for your input L.
I have two each of the accessories and about 500 pro-painted minis. But I was thinking about another
furniture set. Those pesky PCs keep breaking them up in bar fights or looking for secret compartments.
:D
============================================================================

OFF TOPIC: Help me shop for DF
Posted by SovS - 2004/04/19 08:51

_____________________________________

I'm actually looking at some of the Fenryll furniture pieces like the ones Tom has, they are really nice
and fairly reasonably priced. Though not painted which isn't a problem in general.
You might like them.
============================================================================

OFF TOPIC: Help me shop for DF
Posted by Mister Sharkey - 2004/04/19 13:33

_____________________________________

The Mage Knight Dungeons Artifacts Set 1 and Set 2 are reasonably priced and work pretty well with
Master Maze. I have gotten a whole lot of mileage out of the tables and chairs from Set 1; I have
multiples, enough to furnish a good-sized banquet hall! The vine-wrapped columns are good, too. And
the Set 2 water features have served me well, although I am now licking my chops for the new MM
sets...
============================================================================
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